Full model change
g

Stainless Steel Vertical Sealless Pump
For Desmear machine
For Electroless Nickel Plating
For Black-Oxide treatment mac
chine
For high temperature washing mach
hin

STAINLESS VERTICAL SEALLESS PUMP

Vertical Sealless Pump

4001LON

DRYFREE-S

4002 / 4003LON

5003LON

DRYFREE-S
■ Cautions when installing
Out-of-tank method
Not applicable
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Liquid levels

160

Maximum liquid

Minimum liquid

（1）LON-SU pump does not need a mechanical seal or gland packing （5）When transferring high-temperature liquid, use pipes with one size
to prevent liquid leak. The pump should be installed so that the
larger diameter, or use the shortest pipes possible with as few pipe
liquid level in the tank is between the maximum liquid level and
bends as possible to prevent a decrease in suction performance
the minimum liquid level for the pump. If the liquid level is set at
caused by high vapor pressure and to prevent cavitation.
higher than the maximum liquid level, liquid will leak from the
（6）If a screen such as a strainer is installed at the inlet, clean the
upper part of the pump. Refer to the above illustration and
screen periodically. The pump's performance and function are
instruction manual for reference to determine the pump's proper
greatly affected by a clogged screen.
installation position.
（7）Verify that the bolt material (SUS304) is suitable for the actual liquid,
（2）Do not allow areas such as projections where air may be trapped
in case of using the pump as in-tank method.
in the suction piping to avoid air lock. It could cause insufficient flow.
（3）Use M16 bolts for suction/discharge flanges and tighten them
evenly with an appropriate torque wrench.
（4）The suction pipe should employ the flooded suction method.
The shortest pipe possible, with the minimum number of bends,
should be designed. Arrange a proper support on the suction pipe
so that the load and the thermal stress of the pipe are not applied
to the pump.
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